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1. Introduction
Experiments and surveys on individual decision making typically require people to
choose a market alternative from those that the researcher makes available to them.
A possibility that arises when choice is forced in this way is that people may be asked
to “actively” choose an alternative in situations where they would have otherwise opted
for the “choice deferral” outside option instead (Tversky and Shafir (1992), Anderson
(2003), Bhatia and Mullett (2016)). For example, Shafir, Simonson, and Tversky (1993)
illustrated such experimental findings in psychology with the following story:
“At the bookstore, [Thomas Schelling] was presented with two attractive encyclopedias and, finding it difficult to choose between the two, ended up buying neither—
this, despite the fact that had only one encyclopedia been available he would have
happily bought it.”
When an individual is forced to choose in a situation like this she may do so in a way
that is incompatible with utility maximization. Indeed, as pointed out by Luce and Raiffa
(1957), “intransitivities often occur when a subject forces choices between inherently incomparable alternatives.” This argument naturally leads to the following question:
Do people make more consistent choices when they are not forced to choose?
If a decision maker is rational in the sense that her behavior is consistent with
the maximization of a stable, complete, and transitive preference relation, then she
will always choose a most preferred feasible alternative from every menu. Considering, however, the large body of work which shows that people often do not behave in
such a utility-maximizing fashion, the above question becomes pertinent. Yet despite
its methodological, theoretical, and empirical significance, no experimental/empirical
study that we are aware of has investigated it before.
In this paper, we raise and attempt to answer this question for the first time. In summary:
1. We report on two lab experiments that implemented a new between-subjects
binary-treatment design that elicited forced active choices (control treatment) and
deferral-permissive/nonforced active choices (target treatment) from menus of up
to 5 real goods.
2. Using several consistency metrics, we find that nonforced choice subjects were
generally more likely to be consistent and their active choices were closer to being
rational compared to forced-choice subjects. In particular, we find that (not) allowing subjects to defer may affect their choice reversals and general active-choice
consistency in environments of riskless choice over real goods. Moreover, some evidence in favor of introspective preference learning (i.e., learning without new exogenous information) for forced-choice subjects further suggests that the activechoice consistency gap between treatments is decreasing over the course of the
experiment.
3. The primary source of deviation from utility maximization for most deferring
nonforced-choice subjects is their occasionally hesitant behavior that manifests
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itself in deferrals, and not the potential inconsistency of their active choices. In addition, most of these subjects’ “not-yet-rational” behavior is better explained by
a model of dominant choice with transitive but incomplete preferences (Gerasimou (2018), Section 2) than it is by rational choice. This model portrays a decision
maker who is occasionally unable to compare some alternatives as making an active choice at a menu if there is a most preferred alternative at that menu and as
deferring otherwise. It therefore predicts fully consistent active choices.
4. Analyzing additional data from an indecisiveness personality questionnaire (Germeijs and De Boeck (2002)) we also find that:
(a) Within the nonforced-choice treatment, subjects who occasionally deferred
had higher indecisive-personality scores than those who did not.
(b) Indecisive forced-choice subjects were more likely to make inconsistent
choices than decisive ones.
Our primary behavioral findings suggest that nonforced-choice economic experiments
and models can complement the standard forced-choice ones in a fruitful way. In particular, our analysis shows that theory-guided revealed-preference analyses that are appropriate for nonforced-choice data can be helpful in distinguishing between rational,
hesitant, and genuinely inconsistent behaviors. Our findings also have implications for
experimental as well as survey design. More specifically, by not offering respondents the
possibility to opt for an “I don’t know” option, many experiments and surveys do not
currently allow respondents to express their potential reservations in some questions
they are presented with. Our results suggest that a more accurate understanding of respondents’ preferences, attitudes, or views could be achieved when such a possibility is
available to them. In this case, additional reliable information about the respondents’
preferences can also be obtained when they are allowed to return to some or all of these
questions once they have thought more about the possible active choices, a dimension
which we also explore in our study.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental design and its implementations. Section 3 provides some theoretical background on rational and active-choice consistent decision making under forced- and
nonforced-choice environments. Section 4 presents our main results on differences between the forced-choice and nonforced-choice treatments. Section 5 discusses two potential drivers of these differences in behavior: indecisiveness (incomplete preferences)
and learning through introspection. The Appendix in the Online Supplementary Material (Costa-Gomes, Cueva, Gerasimou, and Tejiščák (2022)) contains additional material
that also includes details and findings from a third experiment that compared nonforced
with forced decision making when the choice alternatives are money lotteries.
2. Experimental design
2.1 An approach to eliciting incomplete preferences
We conducted two between-subjects choice experiments with real goods at the University of St. Andrews Experimental Economics Lab in September 2013–February 2014
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(henceforth Exp1) and again in September–October 2018 (Exp2). We recruited subjects
using ORSEE (Greiner (2015)). In both experiments, we used a between-subjects design
with two treatments: Forced-Choice (FC) and Nonforced-Choice (NFC).
In the main phase of the experiment, all subjects were presented with a sequence
of menus that were generated from a set of five headsets. Their brand names and models were chosen so that the products’ prices were similar but their attributes differed
in ways that made comparisons between them nontrivial. For instance, some headsets
were basic but with well-known brand names, whereas others were more sophisticated
or had some superior or distinctive features but were associated with less recognizable
brand names (e.g., the headset with the less commonly known brand name was wireless
whereas all others were not). In order to make the decision problems as realistic as possible, the short description of each headset’s main features reproduced exactly the same
information (in bullet-point form) that the large online retailer from which the headsets
were purchased had chosen to provide on the relevant product’s web page.1
The order in which menus appeared was random and varied across sessions but
was fixed within sessions. Each item appeared top-left, middle, top-right, etc. in an even
manner across menus. Subjects in the FC treatment were asked to choose an item from
all menus, without being able to defer choice. Subjects in the NFC treatment had the
opportunity to choose one item or to select “I’m not choosing now” in each menu. No
subject in either treatment could go back to review and change their decision after they
were past a menu during this “main phase” of the experiment.
Once all subjects in both treatments completed this task they proceeded to the “final
phase” of the experiment, where one menu was randomly selected separately for each
of them. Subjects were then reminded of the decision they had made at that menu in
the “main phase” and were asked to make an active choice at that menu. Subjects knew
from the beginning that 1 out of every 4 of them (this feature of the design was entirely
driven by the experimenters’ budget constraints) would be randomly selected to win the
item of their final choice from their randomly selected menu at the end of the experiment. We refer to such subjects as “winners.” Participants also knew from the beginning
that winners might face some costs which would be deducted from their initial monetary endowment, I. These costs depended on the subjects’ decisions at the randomly
selected menu in the “main” and “final” phase of the experiment.
In particular, if a subject that was later drawn as winner had decided in the “final
phase” to choose an option other than the one she selected from this menu in the main
phase, an amount cr < I was taken away from her initially allocated I. In contrast, there
was no deduction if the subject opted for the same headset when she chose from that
menu in the final phase. These features were shared by both the FC and NFC treatments.
Subjects in the NFC treatment who deferred at their randomly selected menu in the
main phase and were later drawn as winners incurred the cost of a cd < cr deduction
from the initial allocation of I. Finally, participants were told from the beginning that
1 Subjects

could not access the internet during the experiment and, therefore, could not read product
reviews either through the PCs they were using or through their smartphones, as using the latter was not
allowed.
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if they were not selected to win a headset they would receive their endowment, I, irrespective of their main- and final-phase decisions at the randomly selected menu.
The FC treatment follows procedures used in standard forced-choice experiments.
On the other hand, the NFC treatment is structured in a way that parallels real-world
situations where delaying an active choice is costly but changing such a choice is even
costlier, for example, the decision to delay or buy immediately from a store with a restrictive returns policy.
All 26 menus with 2 to 5 headsets were shown to subjects in both experiments, using
the same z-Tree experimental interface (Fischbacher (2007)). Singleton menus were also
included in Exp1, even though they involved no meaningful choice (note that deferral is
a dominated decision in such menus). Those menus were not shown to subjects in Exp2.
Exp1 subjects in both treatments were told that they would be allowed to try out
the headphones in the randomly selected menu before making their second and final
choice from that menu. It is possible, therefore, that the decision to opt for costly deferral in Exp1 could be interpreted as the rational decision to buy more information before making an active choice. We stress, however, that we did not design the treatment
with that in mind, and no additional information was given to subjects in writing or in
some other objective way.2 By contrast, our motivation in allowing subjects to try out the
headphones was based on intuition and experimental evidence suggesting that inadequate information is a potential cause of limited comparability and deferral-seeking behavior. Sen (1997), for example, argued that preference incompleteness “can arise from
limited information, or from ‘unresolved’ value conflicts,” and referred to the former and
latter kinds as “tentative” and “assertive” incompleteness, respectively. In the personality
psychology literature, moreover, indecisiveness has been approached as a phenomenon
that results from decision impediments such as lack of information, valuation difficulty,
and outcome uncertainty. Among other things, this literature finds that individuals with
high scores in indecisiveness personality questionnaires are significantly more likely to
delay making a decision and to seek additional information.3 We therefore hypothesized
that decision makers with (possibly tentatively) incomplete preferences might be willing to acquire costly additional information about the available options before making
an active choice, although we acknowledge that identifying such preferences from deferring behavior alone is not possible.
Subjects in Exp2 on the other hand could not inspect the headphones in their randomly selected menu between their first and final choice, and neither did they receive
any additional information. Deferring in this case can in principle be driven by an urge
to avoid the task of making a preference-guided active choice when the menu in question generates decision difficulty. We set cr = £4, cd = £1, I = £7 in Exp1 and cr = £6,
cd = £0.5, I = £8 in Exp2 to compensate for this fact and to account for inflation.
In Exp1, we also tried to elicit subjects’ potential indifference between alternatives.4
Following their choices at each binary menu, we asked whether their choice reflected
2 We also note that, upon entering the lab, subjects could see the different headsets displayed on a table
at the front of the room.
3 See, for example, Germeijs and De Boeck (2002), Rassin (2007), and references therein.
4 In an earlier version of this paper, we used these responses to transform the single- or empty-valued
choice functions into multi- or empty-valued choice correspondences, aiming to give both FC and NFC
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Table 1. Summary description of the two experiments’ similarities and differences.
Design

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Choice alternatives
Decision problems
Initial endowment
Choice-reversal cost
Choice-deferral cost
Info. about alternatives after main phase
Rewards for correct quiz responses
Trial round with different alternatives
Survey-based indifference elicitation
Location
Period

5 headsets
31 (5 singletons + 26 nonsingletons)
£7
£4
£1
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
St. Andrews
Sept 2013–Feb 2014

5 headsets (as in Exp1)
26 (nonsingletons)
£8
£6
£0.50
No
£2
Yes
No
St. Andrews
Sept–Oct 2018

a preference for their chosen alternative over the other, whether they found both to be
equally good and so chose randomly, or whether they chose for another reason. Subjects were told that if they stated that they found both to be equally good, we would pick
one of the alternatives at random for them at that menu, and they would not have the
opportunity to revise their choice should this menu be selected in the final phase of the
experiment. Subjects, therefore, did not have a strict incentive to state “indifference” in
their responses, although it would be a dominated action for one to ever say they were
indifferent if they were not so.5 To simplify and facilitate the subjects’ understanding of
the experimental instructions we did not elicit indifferences in Exp2. Table 1 summarizes the similarities and differences in the implementation of our design in Exp1 and
Exp2.
2.2 Alternative approaches in the experimental literature
We outline two broad approaches in the existing experimental economics literature
through which other scholars have attempted to understand whether subjects’ behavior may have been influenced by preference incompleteness (sometimes referred to
as imprecision instead). Although these approaches differ, one feature they have in
common—and which also distinguishes them from our approach—is that they were all
subjects the benefit of the doubt and maximize their behavioral consistency. We acknowledge, however,
that any choice-augmentation method of this kind is bound to rely on assumptions, which in some cases
may involve giving an equal weight to the nonstrictly incentivized indifference data and the payoff-relevant
choice data. For this reason, we are focusing here on the primitive choice data only. More information about
the above analysis is available upon request.
5 It is possible, however, that some subjects who occasionally declared themselves to be indifferent did so
because of a “preference for randomization” that was analogous to the one reported in Agranov and Ortoleva (2017). Subjects in these authors’ experiments—which were conducted independently of our own and
with a different focus—were faced with the same decision problem several times and, in addition to making
different choices in the same menu, they were often willing to incur a small cost to have their choice made
randomly. Unlike their experiments, ours was not specifically designed to test for such a preference. This is
reflected in our nonrepeated decision problems and nonstrictly incentivized indifference statements.
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implemented in environments of binary choice under risk and/or ambiguity. In the case
of the first approach, this feature of their designs is key for their findings to have a relevant imprecise/incomplete-preference interpretation.
1. Preference imprecision and preference for randomization in binary menus of money
lotteries or uncertain acts.
Cubitt, Navarro-Martinez, and Starmer (2015) provide a detailed overview of the various applications of the imprecise-preference elicitation approach and offers a new design and additional results.6 The key feature in this design is that subjects are given several lists of binary menus where each row in a given list comprises a certain amount and
a fixed non-degenerate lottery. The certain amounts between consecutive rows/menus
in the list increase by a small fixed increment. Subjects are asked to state in each row
whether they are: (i) sure they prefer the lottery; (ii) sure they prefer the certain amount;
or (iii) unsure about their preference. Finally, subjects with a nondegenerate imprecision interval in some list (i.e., where preference uncertainty was stated in more than one
row) are asked to identify a row/binary menu within that interval that corresponds to
their own “best estimate” of their certainty equivalent for the nondegenerate lottery in
that list. This best estimate acts as a “switching point” that guides the subjects’ reward
in case their payoff-relevant randomly selected menu fell within that list and within that
interval. This design does not make it incentive-compatible for subjects to only report
their true preference-imprecision interval within a list, because submitting any other
interval that contains the same switching point will result in the same reward.
In related but distinct recent work, Agranov and Ortoleva (2021) proposed a different design to study choices from a list of binary menus of money lotteries where one
of them is kept fixed while a parameter in the other lottery varies throughout the list.
In particular, subjects were asked to either choose one of the two lotteries from every
menu or to randomize their choice between them by selecting the relevant choice probability in increments of 0.1. The authors found evidence for significant randomization
in subjects’ behavior. When the fixed lottery was nondegenerate and the variable lottery was a certain amount of money, this randomization translated into large ranges for
the certainty equivalent of the former lottery that was elicited in this incentivized way.
The authors also pointed out that this behavior might be thought of as being suggestive
of incomplete preferences, but also clarified that this interpretation cannot be formally
separated from those of nonexpected utility models of complete preferences that violate
the Independence axiom instead.
In choice under uncertainty, moreover, Cettolin and Riedl (2019) reported findings
from an experiment where subjects were asked to either (i) choose one item from every binary menu in a sequence of such menus that feature a lottery and an ambiguous
monetary act over the same two certain amounts, or (ii) choose the “mix” option of delegating choice between these prospects to a randomization device. They found that half
6 As

the authors noted, this literature has produced mixed results on whether preference imprecision—
as measured in those studies—contributes importantly to violations of expected-utility theory under risk
such as preference reversals or disparities between willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept (Butler
and Loomes (2007, 2011)).
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of the subjects opted for the mix option more than once, and explained that such behavior in this particular sequence of menus is incompatible with models of complete
preferences under ambiguity. The authors also reported findings from a subsequent
experiment suggesting that, from those subjects who chose the mix option more than
once, half of them were always unwilling to pay a small amount to do so, and about
one-third were always willing to do so. The authors concluded that the first class of
these repeatedly-mixing subjects exhibit behavior that is consistent with Bewley’s (2002)
incomplete-preference model of indecisiveness in beliefs, and that the latter class are
consistent with related experimental findings and models of preference for randomization in Agranov and Ortoleva (2017) and Cerreia-Vioglio, Dillenberger, Ortoleva, and
Riella (2019), respectively.
2. Commitment and flexibility/deferral in binary menus of money lotteries.
Danan and Ziegelmeyer (2006) proposed a design that links incomplete preferences
under risk with a preference for flexibility over menus (Kreps (1979); Dekel, Lipman and
Rustichini (2001)) whereby the decision maker prefers menu {p, q} to both menus {p}
and {q}. With p being a risky lottery and q a certain cash amount, and with p∗ and q∗
being p and q when their respective prizes are augmented by a fixed small amount,
the authors interpreted subjects as revealing incompleteness between p and q if they
chose the “flexibility” menu {p, q} over the two “commitment” menus {p∗ } and {q∗ }. A
week later some decision problem was selected at random for each subject and, depending on their first-stage decision there, they were rewarded with the lottery/cash in their
commitment menu or the lottery/cash that they were then asked to choose from their
flexibility menu. The main differences between our NFC treatment design and these authors’ can be summarized as follows: (i) we framed decision problems as ones where
subjects had to choose from menus, not between them; (ii) we presented subjects with
decision problems of many sizes, not only binary ones; (iii) we allowed costly switching
to a different active choice in the final phase of the experiment for subjects who had
previously made such a choice at their randomly selected menu [switching was not possible in Danan and Ziegelmeyer (2006)]; (iv) we introduced explicit deferral costs that
were taken off some initial endowment instead of making the rewards marginally more
appealing with nondeferral.
3. Rationality and active-choice consistency
In this section, we introduce the formal criteria we use to compare the choice consistency between FC and NFC subjects. Given a finite set X of general choice alternatives
and a collection of nonempty subsets of X (to be called menus), the decision maker’s
observable behavior is described by a choice correspondence C that satisfies C(A) ⊆ A
for every menu A in that collection. By letting C(A) = ∅, here we model the situation
where the decision maker, by opting for the no-choice/choice-deferral outside option,
has chosen none of the feasible market alternatives. The agent’s weak, strict, and in
direct weak revealed preference relations R , R and R are defined, respectively, by
x R y if there is a menu A such that x ∈ C(A) and y ∈ A; x R y if there is a menu A

such that x ∈ C(A) and y ∈ A \ C(A); and x R y if there are alternatives x1 ,    , xn such
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that x = x1 , y = xn , and xi R xi+1 for all i = 1,    , n − 1. Given these concepts and notation, we can now introduce compactly the following fundamental principles of choice
consistency (see also Chambers and Echenique (2016) and references therein):
Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference ( WARP).
x R y =⇒ y R x.
Congruence/Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference (SARP).


x R y =⇒ y R x.
In words, Congruence/SARP amounts to active-choice acyclicity, whereas WARP is
its special case that rules out choice reversals/choice cycles of length two. WARP violations such as C({w, x, y}) = {x} and C({x, y, z}) = {y} amount to direct choice reversals that involve two market alternatives x and y. On the other hand, violations of Congruence/SARP that are not themselves WARP violations capture more general revealedpreference cycles such as C({x, y, z}) = {x}, C({y, z, v}) = {y} and C({x, v}) = {v}. Therefore, analysing the subjects’ conformity with respect to both these principles offers complementary ways in which one can understand how consistent their active choices are.
A choice correspondence C is rational if there exists a complete and transitive preference relation  on X such that, for every menu A,
C(A) = {x ∈ A : x  y for all y ∈ A}

(1)

Rationality implies conformity with WARP and Congruence/SARP. In our environment
of nonforced choice, however, the converse is not necessarily true: even when active
choices satisfy these axioms, the overall behavior will be incompatible with that model
if the decision maker defers at some menu(s). Two equally important questions naturally
arise in this case for such an agent’s behavior:
1. Are all her decisions compatible with (1)?
2. If not, are her active-choice decisions compatible with (1)?
Clearly, when the answer to the first question is positive, the agent behaves as if she
were a utility maximizer. But even when that’s not true and the answer to the second
question is positive instead, rationality is not contradicted in a strong sense because an
incomplete but transitive preference relation is recoverable from her active choices and,
by standard extension results, this can in theory be extended at a later stage to a complete relation. Therefore, rather than suggesting “irrationality”, this case signifies a “notyet-rational” behavior. Our primary aim is to investigate the existence and frequency of
precisely this unexplored kind of behavior.
Now, when an agent’s active-choice decisions are incompatible with rational choice,
one is naturally interested in measuring the severity of this incompatibility. Two such
measures are suggested by the classic Houtman–Maks (1985) (henceforth “HM”) index
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and the more recently proposed Apesteguia–Ballester (2015) (henceforth “Swaps”) index. The former corresponds to the smallest number of choices that need to be removed
from this data set in order for the remaining ones to be perfectly consistent with some
instance of utility maximization, that is, some complete and transitive relation  that
explains the data as in (1). The Swaps index instead is computed by minimizing over all
such instances the sum of the total number of alternatives in each menu that are better
than the agent’s chosen alternative.
Let us illustrate the differences between the two measures with the following example (we write C({x, y}) ≡ C(x, y ), etc., to ease notation): C(x, y ) = x, C(x, z) = z,
C(y, z) = z, C(x, y, z) = y on X := {x, y, z}. The corresponding HM and Swaps scores
here are 1 and 2, respectively: changing C(x, y, z) from y to z makes that dataset compatible with the preference order z  x  y, that is, suggested by the binary choices; however, although z  x  y is indeed the best-matching ordering for that data set, Swaps
also takes into account that the “erratic” choice of y in C(x, y, z) is two ranks away from
the optimal choice of z in that menu, and is therefore associated with a score of 2. Thus,
Swaps incorporates menu-specific cardinal information on the agent’s deviations from
rational choice that in some cases might be interpretable as quantifying the welfare loss
associated with the agents’ “wrong” choices.
4. Main behavioral findings
The data analysis comprises 75 FC, 86 NFC subjects in Exp1 and 53 FC, 68 NFC such subjects in Exp2. Some additional participants were excluded from the analysis due to: (i)
failing to demonstrate that they understood the instructions (12 and 17 subjects, resp.);
(ii) deferring at one or more singleton menus in Exp1 (58 NFC subjects); (iii) behaving
randomly (1 FC and 3 NFC subjects in Exp1; 1 FC subject in Exp2). A participant was
thought to behave randomly if the HM score on their active choices was weakly greater
than the 2.5% cut-off value of the subject-specific HM distribution that resulted from
simulated uniform-random active choices at only those menus where the participant
made their active choices. Subjects deferring at singleton menus were excluded because
such decisions were dominated and rendered the interpretation of deferrals at larger
menus unclear. Our main results are robust—and in fact with higher levels of statistical significance—without the latter two kinds of exclusions (details are available in the
Appendix in the Online Supplementary Material). Table 2 summarizes this information.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of deferrals of NFC subjects in Exp1 and Exp2. We
find no statistical difference between them (p = 0.2, two-sided Mann–Whitney U-test).
In particular, Exp1 and Exp2 subjects deferred on average at 3.8 and 4.8 menus, that is,
in about one out of every six menus. Moreover, 35% of these subjects deferred at least
once, and did so at an average of 12.5 (Exp1) and 11.5 (Exp2) menus, with most subjects
deferring at between 1 and 16 menus, and 8 subjects deferring at either all or all but one
or two menus. We found no differences in deferring behavior between Exp1 and Exp2,
both in terms of the proportions of deferring NFC subjects (p = 0.2, two-sided Fisher’s
exact test) and in their overall distribution of deferrals (p = 0.9, Mann–Whitney U-test).
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Table 2. Summary description of the two experiments’ sample sizes and subject exclusions.

Subjects in the original sample
Subject exclusions due to quiz failures
Subject exclusions due to indistinguishability from random behavior
Subject exclusions due to singleton deferrals
Subject exclusions—total
Subjects after all exclusions (% of original sample)
Subjects after all exclusions—FC
Subjects after all exclusions—NFC

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

235
12
4
58
74
161 (68.5%)
75
86

139
17
1
N/A
18
121 (92%)
53
68

Taking both experiments together, we found that around one-third of the subjects deferred at least once, and that the rate of deferrals at nonsingleton menus among these
subjects was close to one-half.
We now compare FC and NFC subjects’ rationality/conformity with (1) and their
active-choice consistency/conformity with WARP and Congruence/SARP within each
experiment separately, as well as when the data from the two experiments are pooled.
Although the two experiments differed in some important ways, their primary features
(namely their choice menus, experimental interface, and general reward structure) were
identical. Together with the results from the previous tests, which show that the distribution of deferrals in the two experiments were not significantly different, and further
tests showing that the same is true for the various measures of choice consistency used
throughout the paper, this fact suggests that the pooled data—and the resulting larger
sample size—allow for an additional informative comparison.7

Figure 1. Deferral relative frequencies in Experiment 1 (left panel) and Experiment 2 (right
panel).
7 In particular, we find no statistically significant differences between Exp1 and Exp2 in the proportions
of WARP/Congruence-violating subjects in either treatment (FC: p = 0.588; NFC: p = 0.593; Fisher’s exact
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Table 3. Proportions of subjects with zero active-choice cycles.
Proportions of Subjects Conforming With the Weak and Strong Axiom of
Revealed Preference/Congruence

Forced choice
Nonforced choice
p-value
N

Exp1

Exp2

Pooled

55% (41/75)
69% (59/86)
0.075
161

60% (32/53)
74% (50/68)
0.170
121

57% (73/128)
71% (109/154)
0.018
282

Note: (i) p-values from two-sided Fisher exact tests; (ii) the average proportion of simulated random-behaving subjects
satisfying Congruence/SARP conditional on the menus where Exp1-Exp2 subjects made their active choices is 0% for FC and
9.8% in NFC.

Table 3 presents the results from comparing the proportions of subjects who violated WARP and Congruence/SARP in the two treatments. Every Congruence/SARP violator turned out to also violate WARP, in both experiments and treatments. Moreover,
the proportion of subjects who violated these axioms is 14 percentage points higher in
the FC treatment in each of Exp1 and Exp2. The difference between the proportions
is statistically significant at the 5% level when the data from the two experiments are
pooled, even if not within each experiment.8 Furthermore, Table 4 presents the results
Table 4. Average WARP and Congruence/SARP violations.

Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference

Forced choice
Nonforced choice
p-value
N

Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference/
Congruence

Exp1

Exp2

Pooled

Exp1

Exp2

Pooled

3.20 (4)
2.24 (3)
0.098
161

4.25 (7)
3.16 (1.5)
0.124
121

3.63
2.65
0.020
282

12.61 (7)
5.42 (3)
0.076
161

18.43 (12)
20.76 (1.5)
0.107
121

15.02
12.19
0.014
282

Note: (i) values in parentheses under the Exp1 and Exp2 columns show the 3rd quartiles (all medians are zero); (ii) pvalues from two-sided Mann–Whitney U tests; (iii) the average number of violations of the simulated uniform-random (over
alternatives) subjects when simulations consider only the menus where Exp1-Exp2 subjects made their active choices are 52,
42 for WARP violations and 2698, 2014 for SARP/Congruence violations in FC and NFC environments, respectively.

tests), nor in their Houtman–Maks or Swaps scores on active choices (HM-FC: p = 0.926; HM-NFC: p =
0.860; Swaps-FC: p = 0.956; Swaps-NFC: p = 0.830; Mann–Whitney U -tests).
8 Prior to conducting Exp2, the weak evidence for the existence of binary choice cycles (formally, Congruence/SARP violations restricted to menus with two alternatives) in the 10 binary menus over 5 goods in
Exp1 prompted us to investigate further the comparative incidence of such cycles in a more focused experiment that only featured choices from the 15 possible binary menus over a set of 6 lotteries. These lotteries had three strictly positive monetary outcomes and were pairwise unrelated by second-order stochastic
dominance. That experiment was conducted at the University of Alicante Experimental Economics Lab in
January–March 2018. Binary cycles were more frequent in the two treatments of that experiment and deferring NFC subjects were significantly more consistent in this sense than both nondeferring NFC subjects
and FC subjects. However, there was no statistically significant overall difference in consistency between
NFC and FC subjects. Because the structure of that experiment was very different from those of Exp1 and
Exp2, we report on it in more detail in the Appendix of the Online Supplementary Material.
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Table 5. Subjects’ average Houtman–Maks and Swaps indices on active choices.
Houtman–Maks index

Forced choice
Nonforced choice
p-value
N

Swaps index

Exp1

Exp2

Pooled

Exp1

Exp2

Pooled

0.80 (75)
0.58 (86)
0.088
161

0.98 (53)
0.75 (64)
0.205
117

0.88 (128)
0.65 (150)
0.032
278

0.88 (75)
0.62 (86)
0.108
161

1.09 (53)
0.86 (64)
0.199
117

0.97
0.72
0.035
278

Note: (i) number of subjects in parentheses; (ii) p-values from two-sided Mann–Whitney U -tests; (iii) the average number
of violations of the simulated uniform-random (over alternatives) subjects when simulations consider only the menus where
Exp1-Exp2 subjects made their active choices are 10.89, 8.98 for HM and 16.33, 13.45 for Swaps in FC and NFC environments,
respectively.

from comparing the distributions of subjects’ WARP and Congruence/SARP violations
in the two treatments, which point in the same direction.
Complementing the analysis based on the above metrics, Table 5 shows the results
from comparing the distributions of HM and Swaps indices across treatments. These results reinforce the ones reported in Table 3. In particular, NFC subjects’ active choices
are closer to the rational choice model relative to FC subjects according to both the HM
and Swaps indices, and the difference between the respective distributions in each case
is significant at the 5% level in the pooled data. Notably, the average scores are generally
lower than or very close to 1 in both experiments and treatments, suggesting that subjects were on average less than one decision away from perfect conformity with utility
maximization, conditional on the menus where they made active choices.
The findings in Tables 3–5 provide indications that subjects who are not forced to
choose make more consistent active choices than subjects who are forced to do so. Importantly, however, although rational decision makers would have zero axiom violations
and HM/Swaps indices regardless of whether they operated in an FC or an NFC environment, for agents whose behavior is incompatible with this model one naturally expects
that the incidence and magnitude of deviations from it will depend on the number of
their active choices and on the specific menus where these choices were made. To address this comparability issue, we also perform a “like-for-like” cross-treatment comparison of Selten’s (1991) measure of predictive success, the relevance of which in revealed
preference analysis is increasingly appreciated since Beatty and Crawford (2011).
To this end, let us first recall that, when applied to the rational choice model, Selten’s
measure is defined by subtracting from the proportion of actual subjects whose behavior
is perfectly explained by it (called the “pass rate”) the proportion of uniform-random
simulated subjects that are also explained by that model perfectly (called the “area”). The
latter proportion is informative of the power of the revealed-preference test, a concept
that originated in Bronars (1987). The difference between these two proportions lies in
the [−1, 1] interval, and higher values point to a higher predictive power for the model
relative to the uniform-random model, conditional on the given decision environment.
Let us denote by miFC , piFC , and aiFC the predictive success rate, pass rate, and area
that correspond to the rational choice model in the FC treatment of experiment i ∈ {1, 2}.
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By definition,
miFC = piFC − aiFC .
To apply this method to the NFC treatment as well, we proceed as follows. For a given
subject n in that treatment, we first find the proportion of random-behaving simulated
subjects whose active choices are rational once they are confined to the same menus as
those where subject n made their own active choices. We then define the pass rate piNFC
in that treatment and experiment to be the proportion of actual NFC subjects whose
corresponding active choices were rational, and the area aiNFC to be the average proportion of the random-behaving subjects—conditioned as above—that were rational. The
predictive success rate of rational choice in the NFC treatment is then defined by
miNFC = piNFC − aiNFC .
A comparison between miFC and miNFC therefore accounts for the fact that subjects in the
latter treatment make fewer active choices in general, and corrects the possibly higher
pass rates that may emerge as a result of this fact by conditioning the area-determining
simulations accordingly.
Because our subjects made decisions from the full set of 26 possible nonsingleton menus that can be derived from a set of 5 alternatives, the power of the revealedpreference test for this model is very high in the FC environment, with aiFC ≈ 0. That
is, such randomly-made forced-choice decisions can be consistent with rational choice
very rarely (at a roughly 1 out of 2.83 billion rate). It follows therefore that miFC ≈ piFC
in our case or, equivalently, that the rational choice model’s predictive success rates in
the FC treatment can be taken to coincide with the proportion of such subjects that this
model explains perfectly. Because approximately 54.6% and 60.4% of FC subjects in Exp1
and Exp2, respectively, behaved as if they were perfect utility maximizers, this in turn
translates into the Selten rates m1FC ≈ 0.546 and m2FC ≈ 0.604 for utility maximization in
the two experiments, with mFC ≈ 0.570 in the pooled data.
In the NFC treatment on the other hand, some of the collections of menus where
subjects made active choices were associated with nonnegligible areas in the corresponding subject-specific simulations. Taking both these areas and the pass rates
of utility maximization into account, the Selten measure in the NFC treatment was
m1NFC ≈ 0.686 − 0.103 = 0.583 in Exp1 and m2NFC ≈ 0.735 − 0.092 = 0.643 in Exp2, with
mNFC ≈ 0.609 in the pooled data. Therefore, rational choice predicts much better than
random behavior in both treatments, and more so in the NFC than in the FC treatment.
5. Possible interpretations of the main findings
5.1 Indecisiveness and incomplete preferences
The results presented so far suggest that a significant fraction of subjects are willing
to opt for costly choice deferral when given the opportunity to do so, and that active
choices are more likely to be consistent with rationality in such an environment. A possible interpretation of these findings is that some subjects in our experiment may have
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Table 6. Active-choice consistency for decisive and indecisive subjects.
Weak and Strong Axiom of
Revealed Preference/Congruence
Decisive

Houtman–Maks Index

Swaps Index

Indecisive p-Value Decisive Indecisive p-Value Decisive Indecisive p-Value

Forced
70% (28/40) 47% (23/49)
choice
Nonforced 72% (41/57) 78% (38/49)
choice
p-value
1.00
0.003
N
97
98

0.033

0.43 (40) 1.10 (49)

0.012

0.48

1.24

0.013

0.655

0.52 (56) 0.53 (47)

0.499

0.59

0.60

0.447

0.871
96

0.002
96

0.928
96

0.002
96

Note: (i) pooled data; (ii) number of subjects in parentheses; (iii) decisive (indecisive) subjects correspond to bottom (top)
tertile scorers in the indecisiveness personality questionnaire; (iv) the first column block lists the percentage of subjects with
zero WARP (and also Congruence/SARP) violations (p-values from two-sided Fisher’s exact tests); the second and third column blocks list, respectively, the Houtman–Maks and Swaps mean scores on active choices (p-values from two-sided Mann–
Whitney U -tests).

been indecisive at some menus and so opted to defer when this option was available
to them. The increase in inconsistencies observed in the FC treatment could then be
driven by the fact that such potentially indecisive subjects who are forced to choose may
be more likely to violate rationality.
To test this prediction, we first examine the relationship between subjects’ behavior in the experiment and their responses to the indecisive personality questionnaire
of Germeijs and De Boeck (2002) that we administered at the end of each session. The
questionnaire elicited 0–7 Likert-scale responses in 11 original statements and also in 11
statements that made the exact opposite claim. Examples include “I find it easy to make
decisions,” “It is hard for me to come to a decision,” “I delay deciding,” “I don’t postpone
making decisions to a later date.” Following Germeijs, Verschueren, and Soenens (2006),
the indecisiveness score was calculated as the average response to the 22 items and was
normalized to lie between 0 and 1, with a higher score indicating higher indecisiveness.
In what follows, we refer to subjects with relatively higher scores as indecisive, those with
relatively lower scores as decisive, and those who deferred at least once as deferring. We
ask:
1. Are deferring subjects more indecisive?
2. When forced to choose, are indecisive subjects more inconsistent than decisive
ones?
3. Is the observed forced-choice treatment effect driven by indecisive subjects?
We find evidence suggesting a positive answer to each of these questions. Specifically, the average indecisive-personality score of the 54 deferring and 100 nondeferring
NFC subjects in the two experiments were 0.435 and 0.360, respectively (p = 0.026; twosided Mann–Whitney U-test). In addition, Table 6 shows that: (i) decisive FC subjects—
defined as those in the bottom third of the indecisive-personality distribution—were
significantly more consistent than indecisive ones—defined as those in the top third; (ii)
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Table 7. Subjects’ average distance scores for the models of rational choice and dominant
choice with incomplete preferences over the combined active-choice and deferral decisions.

Rational Choice
Experiment 1: Forced choice
0.80 (0–5; 0; 55%)
Experiment 1: Nonforced choice 4.36 (0–26; 1; 44%)
Experiment 2: Forced choice
0.98 (0–5; 0; 60%)
Experiment 2: Nonforced choice 5.46 (0–26; 1.5; 43%)
Pooled: Forced choice
0.88 (0–5; 0; 57%)
Pooled: Nonforced choice
4.84 (0–26; 1; 44%)

Dominant Choice With
Incomplete Preferences

Average Best Score per
Subject Over the Two
Models

1.80 (1–6; 1; 0%)
1.86 (0–7; 1; 10%)
1.98 (1–6; 1; 0%)
2.18 (0–10; 1; 10%)
1.88 (1–6; 1; 0%)
2.00 (0–10; 1; 10%)

0.80 (0–5; 0; 55%)
1.12 (0–7, 0; 54%)
0.98 (0–5; 0; 60%)
1.53 (0–10; 0; 53%)
0.88 (0–5; 0; 57%)
1.30 (0–10; 0; 54%)

Note: Ranges, medians, and proportions of zero scores/perfect fits in parentheses.

indecisive subjects were significantly more consistent in NFC than in FC while no treatment differences were observed for decisive subjects. We obtain similar results when we
categorize subjects as decisive or indecisive using a median-split instead.
Taken together, the preceding results naturally invite an investigation of the possibility that NFC subjects’ deviation from rational choice is due to their occasionally hesitant
behavior that manifests itself in deferrals, as opposed to the potential inconsistency of
their active choices. As we pointed out in Section 3, although such behavior is incompatible with rationality, it is perhaps better viewed as “not-yet-rational” rather than as “irrational.” Observing such “not-yet-rational” behavior raises the question of whether any
additional information may also be recovered about deferring subjects’ decision processes and preferences.
A natural starting point in this regard is to investigate whether the deferring subjects’
behavior is potentially compatible with the preference-maximization principle laid out
in (1) but when preferences are strictly incomplete. This model of (maximally) dominant
choice with incomplete preferences (Gerasimou (2018), Section 2) portrays the individual
as making an active choice at a menu if and only if there is a most preferred alternative

Figure 2. The incomplete preference relation recovered from a nonforced-choice subject via
the dominant-choice model.
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Table 8. Proportions of subjects whose combined active-choice and deferral decisions are best
explained by rational choice and dominant choice with incomplete preferences.

Experiment 1: Forced choice
Experiment 1: Nonforced choice
Experiment 1: Nonforced choice—deferring
Experiment 2: Forced choice
Experiment 2: Nonforced choice
Experiment 2: Nonforced choice—deferring
Pooled: Forced choice
Pooled: Nonforced choice
Pooled: Nonforced choice—deferring

Rational Choice

Dominant Choice With
Incomplete Preferences

100% (55%)
76% (44%)
19% (0%)
100% (60%)
66% (43%)
18% (0%)
100% (57%)
71% (44%)
19% (0%)

0%
24% (11%)
81% (35%)
0%
34% (10%)
82% (25%)
0%
29% (10%)
81% (30%)

Note: (i) proportion of perfect fits in parentheses; (ii) all ties (one subject in each of Exp1 and Exp2) are broken in favor of
rational choice.

in that menu and as deferring otherwise. As such, it predicts behavioral patterns like
the one quoted in the opening paragraph. When we analyze the deferring NFC subjects’
combined deferral and active-choice data we find that this model provides a better fit
than rational choice for more than 80% of those subjects in the two experiments. Goodness of fit in this comparison is captured by the extension of the HM method that detects
how close the combined deferral and active-choice data of a given subject are with (1)
when preferences are potentially incomplete (Tables 7 and 8). This fit (referred to as the
model’s distance score) was perfect for some subjects and allowed for the recovery of a
unique partial preference ordering (see Figure 2 for an example9 ). Although these facts
do not prove that those subjects deferred because their preferences over the five headsets were indeed incomplete, they do suggest that their behavior can be thought of as if
it had been generated by such a decision process and preference relation.
To relate the results from this analysis to those that are based on the indecisive personality questionnaire, we also compared the indecisiveness scores of all 109 NFC subjects who were best explained by rational choice with those of the 45 NFC subjects who
were best explained by dominant choice with incomplete preferences. Although the average scores in these two groups are 0.37 and 0.42, respectively, and hence in the expected direction, the difference is not significant (p = 0.126; Mann–Whitney U-test).
We finally note that because our experimental data feature single- or empty-valued
choices, we cannot use them to conduct a proper test of the complementary class of
undominated-choice models of incomplete preference maximization such as those analyzed in Schwartz (1976) and Eliaz and Ok (2006). We leave the task of testing these
no-deferral models for future work.
this subject’s case, for example, C(v, w, y ) = v and C(z, w, y ) = z reveal a preference for v and z over
both w and y, respectively, while C(v, z) = ∅ reveals indecisiveness/incomparability between v and z, and
this in turn is consistent under this model with the observed C(v, w, y, z) = ∅. Similarly, x is revealed preferred to y and incomparable to everything else.
9 In
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Table 9. Logit regression of the determinants of deferral.
Variable
Indecisiveness
Menu position
Menu size 3
Menu size 4
Menu size 5
Experiment 2
Observations
Number of clusters

Coef.

Std Err.

p-Value

Odds Ratio

1.721
−0.004
0.008
−0.085
−0.031
0.181

0.944
0.005
0.080
0.113
0.150
0.380

0.068
0.345
0.924
0.454
0.838
0.635

5.590
0.996
1.008
0.919
0.970
1.198

4004
154

Note: NFC data only. Dependent variable = 1 if the subject defers at a menu, = 0 otherwise. Standard errors clustered at
the subject level.

5.2 Introspective preference learning
In addition to the indecisiveness and incomplete-preferences hypotheses, we also examine the possibility of introspective (i.e., information-free) preference learning taking
place during the course of the main phase of the experiment. Intuitively, the introspective preference learning hypothesis would be supported in our data if the rates of deferrals and/or active-choice inconsistencies decrease as subjects progress through the
sequence of menus.
To test for a learning effect on deferrals, we estimated a logit model of the probability
of deferral as a function of the position of the menu in the sequence, the size/cardinality
of the menu, the experiment (Exp1/2), and the indecisive personality score. This allows us to evaluate simultaneously the relative contributions to deferral of learning (via
menu position), choice overload (via menu size), external information acquisition (via
Exp1/2), and indecisive personality.
As shown in Table 9, the estimated coefficients of all variables in the model except
indecisiveness are very close to 0 and far from significant. This suggests that learning,
choice overload, or information acquisition had little impact on NFC subjects’ deferral
decisions. Moreover, although only significant at the 10% level, the estimated effect of
indecisiveness is in line with our previously reported positive correlation between deferrals and indecisive personality scores.
We next evaluate the effect of introspective learning on active choice consistency.
We note, however, that if such learning exists, its impact on choice consistency should
intuitively be stronger in the FC treatment than in the NFC treatment. Since FC subjects
are forced to choose at every menu in the sequence, introspective learning would in
principle render them more vulnerable to mistakes early on compared to NFC subjects,
who have the option to defer whenever they are unsure about which option to choose.
To test this hypothesis, we used some additional information from the computation
process of the HM indices that we reported in Section 4. Let us first recall that a subject’s
HM index is the smallest number of active choices that are incompatible with the maximization of some strict linear order over the alternatives. In what follows, we refer to any
such linear order as an inferred order for that subject. In this test, we look not only at the
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Table 10. Logit regression of subjects’ position-adjusted HM index (standard errors clustered
at the subject level).
Variable

Coef.

Std Err.

p-Value

Odds Ratio

FC
Menu position
FC x Menu position
Menu size 3
Menu size 4
Menu size 5
Experiment 2

0.580
−0.018
−0.034
0.468
0.556
0.400
−0.025

0.287
0.012
0.018
0.108
0.144
0.302
0.244

0.043
0.141
0.059
0.000
0.000
0.185
0.920

1.787
0.983
0.967
1.597
1.743
1.491
0.976

Observations
Number of clusters

7332
282

count of incompatible choices but also at the menus in which these choices were made.
We define the position-adjusted HM index as a binary variable that takes a value of 1 if
the choice made by a subject at a given menu is incompatible with any of her inferred
orders, and a value of 0 otherwise. In other words, although the original HM metric is
a nonbinary measure defined at the subject level, the position-adjusted HM measure
is a subject as well as menu-specific binary measure that reflects whether removing an
observation from a subject’s choice dataset reduces her HM score or not.
We used this position-adjusted HM metric as the dependent variable in a logit regression that includes as regressors treatment, experiment, the menu’s size/cardinality,
and its position in the sequence. In order to test whether FC subjects improve their
active-choice consistency faster than NFC subjects through introspective learning, the
regression also includes an interaction term between treatment and menu position. The
results from this regression, which are displayed in Table 10, offer suggestive evidence in
favor of the differential learning conjecture. While the estimated learning effect for NFC
subjects (given by the coefficient on menu position) is not significantly different from
zero, the estimated learning effect for FC subjects (given by the sum of the coefficients
on menu position and the interaction term FC × menu position, or by the product of
their respective odds ratios) is negative and highly significant (Wald test, p = 0.0001).
Thus, while NFC subjects do not appear to become more consistent over time, the odds
that FC subjects make an inconsistent active choice decrease by 5% for each new menu
in the sequence.
The second finding from this regression is that menus with 3 or 4 alternatives have
a highly significant effect on the position-adjusted HM measure. According to the estimated odds ratios, such menus are 60% and 74% more likely to be implicated in a
choice error than binary menus, respectively. This result, however, should not necessarily be interpreted as evidence of context-dependent active-choice effects. First, note
that, given the nature of the 5 headsets in our experiment, these menus did not feature
objectively identifiable decoy or compromise effects. Second, only one mistake is possible at a binary menu (i.e., a choice reversal between its two alternatives), while more
such mistakes are possible in larger menus. Hence, for any particular choice error in our
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experiment, more opportunities to make it will generally occur at menus with sizes 3
and 4 than at the binary menus.
Finally, to further explore the notion that “learning by doing” in the FC condition
makes subjects comparatively more vulnerable to mistakes early on, we evaluated the
impact that ignoring the subjects’ first n ≤ 5 decisions (which amount to up to 20% of
all) has on the proportion of active-choice consistent subjects across treatments. As expected, we find that progressively removing each of these 5 decisions monotonically
increases the proportion of both FC and NFC subjects whose active choices conform
with rationality. Moreover, consistent with the previous conjecture, we find that this increase tends to be more pronounced in the FC treatment. Thus, although a higher proportion of NFC subjects are rational compared to their FC counterparts in this sense for
all n ≤ 5, the difference between these two groups decreases from 14 percentage points
when n = 0 to 8 percentage points when n = 5.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we raised the question of whether not forcing experimental subjects to
make active choices from the menus they are presented with, and allowing them instead
to delay making such choices, could enable researchers to recover more consistent behaviors and stable preferences from such subjects, possibly over only a subset of the
original set of alternatives. To answer this question, we implemented a new experimental design with a forced- and a nonforced-choice treatment. Analyzing the data from
two experiments that implemented this design on 26 menus over 5 real goods, and using several nonparametric methods that have been suggested in the literature, we found
evidence that higher proportions of subjects make consistent active choices when not
forced to choose, and that the active-choice behavior of subjects in that treatment is
generally closer to being considered rational.
In support of our intuition about the mechanism underlying the treatment effect,
we found that (i) subjects categorized as indecisive according to a personality questionnaire were more likely to defer and to violate rationality in the forced-choice treatment
than decisive subjects, and (ii) the combined deferral and active-choice decisions of
nonforced-choice subjects was better explained by a model of dominant choice with incomplete preferences than by rational choice. These facts point to the potential usefulness of nonforced-choice experiments and models for revealed-preference analysis, and
highlight the relevance of aiming to separate people’s rational, hesitant/not-yet-rational
and genuinely irrational behavior in such analysis.
Finally, we found that subjects in the forced-choice treatment were more likely to
make inconsistent choices in earlier menus than in later ones, suggesting that introspective preference learning may play a role in driving down choice inconsistencies in
forced-choice environments. We note, however, that whether introspective preference
learning generally happens in choice experiments is an important question that goes
beyond the boundaries of our study and the motivation underlying our experimental design. Both the learning hypothesis and the robustness of our main finding (the negative
effect of forced choice on consistency) are in our view worthy of additional investigation
in future studies.
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